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Abstract

Voice quality is recognized to play an important role for the
rendering of emotions in verbal communication. In this paper
we explore the effectiveness of a processing framework for voice
transformations finalized to the analysis and synthesis of emotive
speech. We use a GMM-based model to compute the differences
between an MBROLA voice and an anger voice, and we address
the modification of the MBROLA voice spectra by using a set of
spectral conversion functions trained on the data.

We propose to organize the speech data for the training in such
way that the target emotive speech data and the diphone database
used for the text-to-speech synthesis, both come from the same
speaker. A copy-synthesis procedure is used to produce synthe-
sis speech utterances where pitch patterns, phoneme duration, and
principal speaker characteristics are the same as in the target emo-
tive utterances. This results in a better isolation of the voice quality
differences due to the emotive arousal.

Three different models to represent voice quality differences
are applied and compared. The models are all based on a GMM
representation of the acoustic space. The performance of these
models is discussed and the experimental results and assessment
are presented.
Index Terms: Emotive Speech Synthesis, Voice Conversion,
GMM , Italian Festival, MBROLA.

1. Introduction
The transmission of emotions in speech communication is a topic
that has often received considerable attention. Automatic speech
recognition (ASR) and text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis are exam-
ples of popular fields in which the processing of emotions can have
a substantial impact and can improve the effectiveness and natu-
ralness of the man-machine interaction. Many of the researches
in the field have emphasized the importance of prosodic features
(e.g., speech rate, intensity contour, F0, F0 range) and the impor-
tance of the voice quality in the rendering of different emotions in
verbal communication [1].

In TTS technologies, voice processing algorithms for emo-
tional speech synthesis have been mainly focusing on the control
of phoneme duration and pitch, which are the principal parameters
conveying the prosodic information. On the side of voice quality
transformations for speech synthesis, some recent studies have ad-
dressed the exploitation of source models within the framework of
articulatory synthesis to control the characteristics of voice phona-
tion [1].

A number of signal processing techniques have also been re-
cently proposed to solve a somehow similar task, known to the
speech processing community as voice conversion, namely the
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sformation of a source speaker’s voice to the voice of a target
ker, while preserving the semantic content of the utterances.
t of these techniques attempt at designing a functional map-
for the conversion of spectral envelopes on a statistical basis
, 4]. This study addresses the modeling of voice quality in
tive speech by the voice conversion techniques proposed in
nd [5].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the voice ma-
l is described and the procedure for the construction of the
ral speech by TTS synthesis is illustrated. In Section 3 we
e the signal processing framework for the modeling of voice

ity characteristics of speech and for the neutral-to-anger con-
ion. The framework is evaluated on a set of examples from the
base and the characteristics and limitations of the method are
ussed.

2. Voice material
voice material used in this work was recorded at the ISTC-

Institute in Padova, in an silent room, at a sampling fre-
cy of 44.1 KHz by a male adult speaker. One recording ses-
was specifically designed to collect the voice material needed

uild a voice for the diphone MBROLA synthesizer [6]. This
e material was intended to be used for an emotionally ”neu-
voice synthesis, and was not given any emotive characteriza-

. The same speaker also performed a second recording session,
hich a strong emotive characterization was imposed. The emo-
selected was Anger (with a strong emphasis), being highly rec-
zable and being characterized by well perceivable differences
e phonation quality with respect to the neutral phonation. The
o was constituted by an Italian novel. The material was seg-
ted in 47 speech audio files of 5-20 seconds to manipulate it
ly. We will refer to this data as to the target speech.
Finally, another speech data set was generated through the
ROLA synthesizer, the voice being the one built from our
ker’s recordings, by accurately reproducing the pitch coun-
s and phonemes duration from the utterances in the target
ch database (copy synthesis process). We will refer to this
as to the source speech. In this way, we have two sets of

lar utterances, the emotive ones (target) and the neutral ones
rce), which are prosodically identical and differ principally for
oice characteristics.

The copy synthesis process

copy synthesis process is made of the following steps:

ne labeling and phone duration through speech recognition
performed by an Italian speech recognizer developed at
ISTC-CNR, Padua [7]
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Figure 1: Voice material creation by copy synthesis

Pitch extraction by an analysis audio software (PRAAT1)

Signal synthesis by the speech synthesizer MBROLA ([8])

The obtained audio neutral speech signal has the following pe-
culiar features: time alignment with the target audio files, same du-
ration of the phones, same pitch computed in each analysis frame,
same voice.

3. Voice conversion framework
It is evident that the copy-synthesis process alone is not sufficient
to reproduce all the subtle characteristics of the target emotional
speech. The speech synthesis signal, even if aligned with the tar-
get speech as for phoneme timing, pitch contours, energy contours,
and speaker identity, is lacking some relevant spectral characteris-
tics both from an objective point of view (spectral distance) and
from a subjective point of view (perceptually, the listeners are not
satisfied by the rendering of the emotional characterization).

3.1. Speech signal and phonetic classes representation

The conversion process relies on a perceptual representation of the
spectral envelopes. For each frame of the speech data, the mel-
cepstral coefficients (mfccs) are computed2, and a smoothed and
warped versions of spectral envelope is obtained through an in-
verse discrete cosine transform. The number M of triangular mel-
spaced analysis filters, and the number Ncep of coefficients used
to represent the envelope, can be used to determine the level of
accuracy of the spectral envelope and the resolution with respect
to the spectral lobes. The mel-cepstral representation is used here
to capture the perceptually meaningful differences between spec-
tra by comparing the smoothed and warped versions of spectral
envelopes. The spectral conversion functions will be designed to
model these spectral differences.

Finally, instead of addressing the design of an unique conver-
sion function for all phonemes as in, e.g., [3, 5], we decided here to
design a set of conversion functions, each of which is aimed at rep-
resenting the spectral transformations for a specific phonetic class.
The phonetic classes were selected as being the ones of the Italian
MBROLA voice database, i.e. 34 phonemes including consonants,
stressed/non-stressed vowels, open/closed vowels, etc. Since the
conversion function models mentioned above are all built upon
an acoustic model of the phonetic material in the source speech
data, we addressed this task by using the information available in
the copy-synthesis phonetic (“.pho”) input files which drives the
MBROLA synthesis in the generation of the source speech data
(see Fig. 1). These files contain the label and duration information

1By P. Boersma. Available at http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
2Mel-cepstral analysis was performed with the HTK Toolkit.
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each phoneme, thus providing a reliable segmentation of the
ce speech data to train the acoustic model.

Design of the conversion model

synthesis framework, including the spectral transformation
em, is shown in Figure 2. The role of the transformation sys-
is to compute the required spectral filtering function to turn
ource speech frame from the MBROLA synthesis into a frame
the spectral characteristics of anger.

During the synthesis process, the information on the phonetic
s to select the correct conversion function can be extracted

the .pho file driving the MBROLA synthesis, or can in gen-
be extracted by a speech recognition system as the one used
ur case to segment the target speech data. Since we adopt a
TIVAL/MBROLA Text-to-Speech framework, we rely on the
file produced by FESTIVAL to obtain the the phonetic class

rmation.

igure 2: Spectral transformation scheme (Full conversion)

The transformation process in the scheme of Figure 2 is made
e following steps:

. the neutral speech signal from the MBROLA synthesis,
ssynth, is sliced in overlapping frames and multiplied by a
blackman window. (sframe

synth )

. the MFCCs of the neutral signal are computed (mfccsynth),
and the spectral envelope Envsynth is built

. from these MFCCs, the MFCCs for ”anger” (mfccanger) are
computed through the conversion function selected accord-
ing to the phonetic class information, and the corresponding
spectral envelope Envanger

. the difference Diff between the two envelopes is computed

. the signal sframe
synth is FFT-transformed, and the modulus

|Sframe
synth | and phase ∠Sframe

synth are computed

. the spectral difference vector Diff is added to the modulus,
while the phase is kept unchanged

. the resulting frame in the time domain is computed through
inverse FFT, and the output signal is composed by an
overlap-and-add procedure

Gaussian model

ur experiments, various types of conversion functions were
to evaluate their performance. However, all functions are



built upon a common component, i.e. a gaussian mixture model
(GMM) trained on the source speech data. The M-dimensional
GMM models the acoustic space of the neutral speech synthe-
sis signal produced with the MBROLA diphone synthesis. The
GMM was trained using the HTK toolkit: first, the parameters of
the gaussians were initialized through the Viterbi algorithm to pro-
vide a first estimate, then a Baum-Welch (Forward-Backward) al-
gorithm was used to refine the parametric identification. Moreover,
as seen in Section 3.1, the acoustic space was splitted in phonetic
classes in order to associate to each class a different conversion
function. A different GMM was thus trained for each one of the
34 phonetic classes derived from the Italian voice database struc-
ture.

3.4. Conversion function

We discuss in this section the different types of conversion func-
tions that were considered in this study and used in our synthesis
experiments. Let us call {xn}, n = 1, . . . , NT , the set of MFCC
vectors from the neutral signals (source data) that have to be con-
verted, and {yn} the corresponding target MFCC vectors. Since
we introduced in Sec. 3.3 a division of the acoustic space in pho-
netic classes, each one modeled with a different GMM, similarly
the corresponding set of conversion functions will be characterized
by a different set of parameters for each phonetic class.

3.4.1. Full conversion

We assume that the full conversion function is ([3]):

F(xn) =
MX

i=1

P (Ci | xn)[νi + ΓiΣ
−1
i (xn − μi)] (1)

where P (Ci | xn) is the probability that the vector xn belongs to
the i-th mixture, and μi and Σi are the means and covariances of
the GMM model, computed from the source data. The parame-
ters of the conversion function are the vector νi and the matrix Γi,
i = 1, ..., M , with M being the number of mixture components.
The estimate of the parameters was performed with the ”Diago-
nal Conversion” approach illustrated in [3], using as input training
data xn the first 46 speech files produced by copy synthesis, and
using the corresponding 46 files of the target emotive data as train-
ing output yn.

3.4.2. Vector quantization conversion

This method is a simplified version of the full conversion func-
tion since it ignores the components accounting for the correlation
between the source and target acoustic spaces. It is based on the
observation that the matrix ΓiΣ

−1
i is often characterized by low-

valued entries, and the contribution of the second part of (1) can
be neglected. The resulting conversion function is

F(xn) =
MX

i=1

P (Ci | xn) νi (2)

The computation of the parameters ν will be simpler in this
case (see VQ-Type Convesion in [3]): the k-th component of the
conversion vector νi is computed as

ν
(k) = (PT

P)−1
P

T
y

(k) (3)

where P is the matrix in which the (n, i) element is [p(i, k) =
P (Ci|xn)], n = 1, . . . , N and i = 1, . . . , M .

3.4.3
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. Smoothed GMM and MAP adaptation conversion

riant of the models proposed in [3] has been recently proposed
]. The authors highlight that the conversion method intro-
d by Stylianou et alii often produces an excessive smoothing

he spectral envelopes, and the resulting waveform is conse-
tly affected by undesired distortions and artifacts. To over-
e this undesired effect, Chen et alii propose to use the follow-
function instead of (2):

F(xn) = xn +

MX

i=1

P (Ci | xn) (νi − μi) (4)

re μi is the usual mean vector of the GMM designed on the
Cs from the MBROLA synthesis, and P (Ci|xn) is the prob-

ty that the training set input vectors belong to the i-th class of
MM.

The parameter νi of the function corresponds to the vector of
means of a GMM designed on the MFCC space of the target
. The computation of this GMM model can be complicated by
lack of sufficient data, or by the difficulty in the alignment of
ector νi with the vector μi of the neutral GMM. To solve this
lem, a MAP adaptation function was proposed, that allows to
ate νi from μi:

νi =
r

r +
PQ

n=1 pi(xn)
μi +

PQ

n=1 pi(xn)yn

r +
PQ

n=1 pi(xn)
(5)

where r is a tuning constant, pi(xn) = P (Ci | xn), and Q is
umber of vectors of the target space, aligned with the source.

ur case is Q = N .

4. Experimental results
is section we focus on the results obtained using the three con-
ion methods. In all cases the final choice of the model struc-
l parameters, after testing various settings, was as follows: the

Cs were computed using 100 triangular filters, equally spaced
g the Mel scale, and the number of coefficient that were used
present the smoothed spectrum envelopes was 26 (including
the training speech samples were sliced in 32 msec frames
a hop size of 4 msec, and a 1024 points FFT was computed
e windowed frames; the number of gaussian functions in each

M was 64; the training of the parameters of the conversion
tions was performed on the set of phonemes from the first 46
ch files, while the remaining speech file was used as a test set.
r training, the conversion functions were used to process both
ch files from the training set and from the test set and showed
eciable results in both cases (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Envelope transformation



4.1. Objective assessment

To objectively assess the effectiveness of the models in the neutral-
to-emotive conversion, the Itakura-Saito Distance was selected as
the measure of the distance between the target spectral envelopes
and the processed source spectral envelopes obtained from the
MBROLA synthesis through the various conversion methods used.
The different methods adopted are labeled as M (MBROLA), AM-
Full (complete conversion), AM-VQ (vector quantization con-
version), AM-MAP (MAP adaptation conversion plus Smoothed
GMM). In Fig. 4 we show the distances (avaraged over the anal-
ysis frames and normalized with respect to the distances of the
MBROLA synthesis (M) from the targets) between the target files
and the transformed ones, computed for a single phoneme, for a
sentence from the training set, and for a sentence from the test set.

Figure 4: Spectral distance measures between the target signal and
the MBROLA synthesis with voice conversion.

4.2. Perceptual assessment

The results of the synthesis were assessed through informal listen-
ing tests. The subjects in general agreed in recognizing a drastic
improvement in the rendering of the emotive speech when com-
paring the MBROLA copy synthesis (M) and the MBROLA copy
synthesis with the best (according to Itakura-Saito Distance) voice
conversion spectral processing (AM), with the standard MBROLA
synthesis (SM, i.e. rule-based prosody and neutral voice quality).
Both samples from the training set and from the test set were pro-
posed. The subjects were asked to answer the following question:
”Is this an angry voice?” and to rate the intensity of anger from 0
to 5. The mean scores are reported in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Score of the question of the perceptual assessment.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the listeners also agreed
on judging the synthesis with conversion as slightly degraded if
compared to the standard MBROLA or copy-synthesis MBROLA
sample, even if they underlined the difficulty to judge the quality
of the transformed audio files because of the already “synthetic”
quality of the neutral MBROLA voice.
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5. Conclusions
ocessing framework for voice transformations finalized to the
ysis and synthesis of emotive speech has been proposed. We
a GMM-based approach to model the differences between an

ROLA voice and an anger voice, both from the same speaker,
we studied the problem of modifying the MBROLA voice
tra through a set of spectral conversion functions.
The peculiar organization of the voice training material, in that
target emotive speech data and the diphone database used for
text-to-speech synthesis both comes from the same speaker,
itted to effectively isolate the differences in the voice quality

to the switching from the neutral voice to the anger voice.
Three different conversion models were applied and com-
d. In all cases the improvement in the rendering of the emotive
ch was clear. However, still some improvements are required,
ly to avoid the slight degradation audible in the converted
ch synthesis, and is the subject of ongoing research. More-
, a further model specialization could be obtained by the use
MMs (Hidden Markov Models) for each phonemes instead of
simple” GMMs.
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